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About This Game

Crucial Throw is a 2D sports platformer where athletes from across the galaxy compete in high speed competition. Choose from
seven unique competitors, as they battle to resolve age old conflicts. Each playable character has unique stats and skills that must

be utilized to secure victory.

Grab the ball and use it to destroy your opponents goals. Dashing into enemies steals the ball and causes a brief stun. Score by
destroying all three of your opponents goals. Every time a player scores the speed of the game increases.

Features

Fast paced skill based local multiplayer for 2 or 4 players

7 playable characters. Find your preferred playstyle by experimenting with unique speed, agility, jump, grab, dash,
fastfall and gravity values

5 maps to master

Use trampolines and launchers to outmaneuver your opponents and go fast

Stun, Dash, Throw, and Shield power-ups spawn throughout matches. Grab them quickly to gain the upper hand
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Funky, head bobbing beats by the one and only Flavours
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\u2611 An Overwhelming Amount of Bugs
\u2610 Repetitive and Uninspired Gameplay
\u2610 Seamless Animations
\u2610 Enjoyable Gun-play
\u2610 Party System
\u2610 Intelligent AI

You decide.. So far the best FromSoft game, not much to say about it.

Good story and a lot of deaths.. First and foremost I don't care that I lose. I play chess recklessly and without a strategy so losing
isn't a big deal but the movement of the queen is kind of stupid because when the queen moves to the corner of the rook they
will switch places and I'm pretty sure you can't do that because I was unable to do. Overall the games pretty solid and I enjoy it..
If you've got the space, this is a pretty cool puzzle collection. The production values aren't amazing, and the physics are a bit
buggy in places, but the feel of a fixed room-scale environment to walk around and explore different puzzles is really well done
and fun. No teleportation mechanic to disrupt the immersion.

The only major downside is that most of the puzzles are oriented below eye level, so it is really easy to give yourself a neck-ache
looking down for long periods of time.. Definitly one of the baddest games i ever wasted my money. tryed 4-5 rounds and totaly
dont get what to do you should collect first ammo,i dont see amo and you get the hint that you can stop the time when something
is fully loaded but you cant use this when not found that ammo,your not allowed rund out of a field i would say 5*5m on the
map if you go out of this you get a warning and after a while you die because leave the map(map is not really the name i would
give) your opponents only move when you move,what maybe should give the game strategy,its no fun start a shooter without any
ammo,and first must find out where you get ammo.for me the baddest game i played at steam next to the counterstrike
zombie\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665but there i could play,here i start search ammo. tryed 4-5times and im not
stupid its no fun when you always die after 2-3minutes because of no ammo,killed by aliens zombies wtf is this exactly??sure i
could try more times find da f**in ammo but i dont want because i think game will not getting better after it,maybe round 2
search the weapon for this ammo ??. I'd rather play Big Rigs, than this game.
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i really like it but the music drives me insane, can't play longer than 5 minutes...no option to turn it off, or i just can't find it..
Garbage game, not worth of your time.. A poor man's Kingdom Rush with much less features.
I think the opening level even uses same soundtrack.

The description is missleading, says there are 3 unique heroes but they are all the same in that they have no abilities and just
stand there doing the same melee attack.. Bought as Founder Pack with the intention that it was to be removed when the game
went free to play.

Now it's free-to-play and has been rebranded Premium Pack I.

\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 you, Blackspot.. This is a good little tower defense game. Decent value.
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